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The Behavior of the Newton-Raphson method at the singular roots has been 
studied by a number of authors and the convergence of the Newton-Raphson 
sequence has been shown to be linear. In this paper a new method with symbolic 
and numerical manipulations, termed the modified deflation algorithm, is proposed 
for the singular root of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The basic idea of 
the present method is to replace a part of the original equations by a set of new 
equations which pass through the singular root. According to the method, both 
convergency and accuracy can greatly be improved. In addition it is often possible 
to obtain analytically the singular root from the new equations. In order to show 
the effectiveness of the present method two illustrative examples are solved. ( 1987 
Academw Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper deals with a system of nonlinear algebraic equations: 
F(x) = 0, F: R” + R”, (1.1.1) 
where x= (x,, x2 ,..., x,,)’ and F= (f,,f2 ,..., f,!)‘. 
Define here the singular surface d(x) of (1.1 .l ) by 
d(x) = det A(x) = 0, A(x) = dF(.u)/dx. (1.1.2) 
If the Jacobian A(x) is singular at the root x*, i.e., the root is on the 
singular surface, then the quadratic convergent property does not hold, and 
moreover it is in general difficult to obtain the singular root x* as the same 
accuracy as a usual simple root. 
The convergence properties and algorithms of the Newton-Raphson 
method in the neighborhood of singular roots have recently been studied 
by many authors [ 1,4-9, 20, 223. However, since these methods are deal- 
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ing with the original equations which have the singular Jacobian A(x*) at 
the root x*, it will be essentially impossible to obtain its accurate singular 
root with a quadratic convergence. In fact, except for the scalar problems, 
few results are available. 
In this paper a new practical algorithm, termed here as modified 
deflation algorithm, which is an extension of the deflation algorithm 
previously developed by Ojika, Watanabe, and Mitsui [ 12, 17, 241, is 
proposed for the singular root of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations. 
The basic idea of the present algorithm is to replace a part of the original 
equations by a set of new equations which pass through the singular root 
X* and ultimately have a nonsingular Jacobian at the root. In the modified 
deflation algorithm, both numerical and symbolic manipulations, termed as 
the hybrid manipulation, are efficiently employed. 
In Section 2 several properties of the elements of Jacobian in the 
neighborhood of the singular root are first examined. These properties play 
important roles in order to obtain the new equations which are generated 
by symbolic Gaussian forward eliminations for linear algebraic equations. 
According to the deflation algorithm previously developed by the author 
ef ul., the Jacobian at the singular root has been classified into four 
categories. In Section 3, the modified deflation algorithm is proposed and it 
is shown that these categories can be reduced to a category. In addition, 
the structure analysis by Boolean matrix [ 13, 141 is introduced in order to 
generate new equations efficiently. 
In Section 4, two illustrative examples are solved to show the effec- 
tiveness of the present method. It is also shown there that since the original 
equations are reduced to simpler equations by the modified deflation 
algorithm, the singular roots can often be obtained analytically. 
In the following /I. /I denotes the Euclidean norm. 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE JACOBIAN AT THE SINGULAR ROOT 
2.1. Simple Root 
Suppose now that ‘X at the kth iteration is given. Then one linearizes the 
function F at ‘X by expanding into a Taylor’s series and keeping only the 
terms of degree 0 and 1: 
4 k+‘.x)~F(k~)+A(k~)(k+‘~x-kx). (2.1) 
If the Jacobian ,4(x*) at the root x* E F-‘(O) is nonsingular, i.e., x* is 
not on the singular surface, then the Newton-Raphson (NR) process can 
be iterated to yield the sequence (“x} given by 
k+‘~= k.x- A(k~x) ~’ F(k~), k = 0, l,.... (2.2) 
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Similarly expanding F(x*) into a Taylor’s series around k.~ deduces that 
F(x*) = F(“x) + A(kx)(x* - “x) + O( 1/x* - kxl12). (2.3) 
From (2.2) and (2.3), we have 
h + Ix. - ey* = ks - x* - A(“x) ‘[F(“x) - F(x*)] 
=0(~I”.Y-.u*/I’). 
(2.4) 
It is well known that, under appropriate conditions, starting from any 
initial guess “X in a sufficiently small closed ball B(x*) centered at x* the 
NR iteration converges quadratically to x *, that is, the following relation 
holds: 
/Ih+‘.Y-x*II dy/~k.Y--Y*~12, O<y< 1, k=O, 1,2 ,.... (2.5) 
The above result is well known as the Kantorovich theorem and the root 
.Y* is called the simple root [ 11, 18-21, 231. 
2.2. Singular Root 
If the root .Y* is on the singular surface, i.e., d(x*) = 0, then the root is 
said to be singular and a quadratic rate of convergence for the NR method 
can not be expected. In this case, there exists at least a region @x*) = 
E(.u*) [X / d(.u) = 0, x E B(x*)) in the neighborhood of .y*. 
Expanding F(“.u), ‘.YE &.u*) into a Taylor’s series around x*, we have 
F(“x)=F(x*)+A(x*)(“x-x*)+ o(IIkx-x*j12). (2.6) 
From (2.2) and (2.6), the following relation yields 
‘+I.+.~*= (I- [A(” ‘[A(x*)+O(llkx-x*Il)])(kx-x*), (2.7) 
where I denotes the n x n identity matrix. 
From the above we now have a theorem of the NR method (2.7) for the 
singular root. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the Jacobian A(x*) at a root x* is singular 
and for ‘.x ( # x*) in the ball B(x*) the following condition is satisfied: 
lIZ-A(kx) -‘[A(x*)+O(IIkx-x*Il)]lj <y< 1. (2.8) 
Then the estimate 
II k+‘X-x*II dy IIkX-xX*1), k = 0, I,... (2.9) 
holds, which shows that the convergence of the NR iterates at the singular 
root x* is linear, and y is called the geometric ratio [2, IS]. 
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2.3. C1assfication.s qj’ the Jacobian Elements 
We now consider the properties of elements of the Jacobian 
A(s) = [a,jx)] = [~?f;/c’x,] in the neighborhood of the singular root x*. 
Since the element u,, is polynomial in X, for n E B(x*) there exists a con- 
stant I,, (0 6 I,, < a) such that 
lld”( -)I1 = 0 ,,A ) r = I,,, 1, + l,..., (2.10.1) 
where a”’ denotes the rth partial derivative of a, [20], and uf) and a;!), 
for example, are given by 
($0 = a 1, 1, ’ a(‘) = da,,/dx. 1, (2.10.2) 
Then a,, can be expressed as 
a,(x) = C {(l/r!) a!;)(x*)(x - x*)‘}. 
i--O 
(2.10.3) 
Let us now classify the Jacobian element a, at the root x* into four 
types. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (1) Algebraic zero element (AZE); We call the 
element a,, as the algebraic zero element if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
2 l~a~;)(x)~~ E 0 Vx E B(x*), i,jE [ 1, n]. (2.11.1) 
I = 0 
(2) Algebraic nonzero element (ANZE); 
(i) l~,~(x)l = cj, # 0, 
(2.11.2) 
(ii) i iia].;)(x)ll = 0 t/x E B( x* ), 
r=I 
where c,, is a constant. 
(3) Numerical zero element (NZE); We call a0 as the numerical zero 
element if for 1: E [ 1, I,, - 11, I,3 2 the following conditions at x* are 
satisfied: 
(i) l\a~;‘(.u*)ll =O, r=O, l,..., lj - 1, 
(ii) Ila)?(x*)l~ #O. 
(2.11.3) 
Remarks 2.1. Note here that the NZE u;,(x) =0 intersects with or 
tangent to the original equations at the root x*. This fact shows that the 
NZE can be used as a new equation. 
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(4) Numerical nonzero element (NNZE); 
/q-I 
(i) b,(x*)l Z 0, (ii) C Ila~~‘(.x*)ll #O, 1;,32. (2.11.4) 
r=l 
As for the Jacobian elements a,,, the equation F, and the singular surface 
d, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that, ,for k~ E b(x*), ‘k 3 1, the ,follnwing con- 
ditions are suti$ied: 
0) Ilk-‘x-x*l/ =yo, IIk*~--*/I =YoY, 
(Ik+‘.Y-x*// qoy*, O<‘J()<+y<l, 
(2.12) 
(ii) there exists an integer If (3 0) such that lIA”F’(x*)l( #O, where 
A”‘(.u*) denotes the rth partial derivative of F, and A(‘)= A. 
(iii) there exists an integer IJ* (3 1) such that ((d”‘(x*)ll =O, 
r = 0, l,..., 1: - 1, and Ild”;‘(x*)ll #O, u )h ere d’O’(x*) = d(x*) =O. Then the 
,following approximate properties hold: 
(1) {f a,,(.~*) is an AZE, then 
ai,( for ‘k30, (2.13.1) 
(2) Jf aji(x*) is an ANZE, then 
/a;,( k + ‘.Y)l/la,j( “x)l = 1 for ‘k3 0, (2.13.2) 
(3) if’ai,(x*) is an NZE, then 
kJ,,tk + ‘-wQ,,(kx)l d Y’;;> (2.13.3) 
(4) tfa,,(x*) is an NNZE, then 
lu;,tk+ ‘.wla;,(“x)l 5 1, (2.13.4) 
(5) lb?‘-+ ‘-~)lllllJ’(kx)ll d Y’;+ ‘7 (2.13.5) 
und 
(6) Id(k+‘x)J/‘Jd(kx)J dy’:. (2.13.6) 
ProoJ: (1) From the definition of the AZE, (2.13.1) is obvious. 
(2) From (2.10) and the definition of the ANZE, we have 
lUji(“X)l = la,j(k+’ XII = la&*)1 =c,#O, 
and thus (2.13.2) holds. 
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(3) From (2.10), (2.12), and the definition of the NZE, we have 
lU,,(.Y)l < (l/l/y !) Il”jy(.Y*)ll l1.Y -~ x*/l’: 
+ O( ~~s-.Y*~l’~ + ‘). (2.14.1) 
Since 0 < I/‘-Y -x* /I < 1, there exist constants rr, ( 3 0) and K, ( > 0) such 
that 
IU,,(!Y)/ = K, /Ik.Y-.Y*II’~, K, = (l//; !) ~~u;,?‘(.Y*)~~ + rr,. (2.14.2) 
Thus from (2.10) and (2.14.2) with ’ + ‘X the following inequality holds: 
Iu,,(k + ‘x)1 6K,(y,$)“T (2.14.3) 
From (2.12), (2.14.2) and (2.14.3) it is easily seen that (2.13.3) holds. 
(4) From (2.10.3) we have 
lu,,(x)l 6 la,,(xu*)l + (l/l?!) Ilu$q.Y*)ll ll.Y-x*ll’~ 
+ O(~l.Y-.Y*~l’~+‘). (2.14.4) 
Similarly to (2.14.2) there exist constants rr2 (2 0) and Kz (> 0) such that 
l~;,(~x)I = la,,(x*)l + K, l/k.~-.~*lI’:, 
K2 = (l/1,7 !) Ilajl;;‘(x*)lI + n2. 
(2.14.5) 
For x = ’ + ‘x, we have 
l~,,(~+‘x)l d la;,(x*)l +1;‘~K,II”x-x*1/‘;, (2.14.6) 
from which (2.13.4) holds approximately. 
(5) From (2.6) and the condition (ii), we have 
IIF(x)ll <(l/l?!) llA”“‘(X*)ll . lIx-x*II’i+’ 
+ O(I~x-x*II’~+‘). (2.14.7) 
Then, there exist constants rc3 (2 0) and K, (> 0) such that 
llF(“x)ll =K3 I/kx-x*I/~~+‘, K, = (l/1; !) lIA”i’(x*)ll + rc3. (2.14.8) 
Analogously, from (2.14.7) and (2.14.8) with x= k+ ‘x, we have 
IIF(“+‘x)ll <y’F+lK, I/k~x-x*Il’F+’ (2.14.9) 
and hence it is easily seen that (2.13.5) holds. 
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(6) Similarly, from (1.1.2) and the condition (iii), we have 
Id(x)1 <(l/l,“!) Ild”J’(X*)JI . 11(x-xx*)ll’~ 
+ O(ll(x-x*)ll’j+‘). (2.14.10) 
Then, there exist constants rt4 (2 0) and K4 (> 0) such that 
Id( = K4 Ilkx-x*l~‘~, K4 = (l//f) Ild”~‘(.~*)ll + rr4. (2.14.11) 
Similarly from (2.14.11) with .Y = k+ ‘.Y we have 
Id(k+‘x)l <y’zK, 11”~x*II’J. (2.14.12) 
Hence (2.13.6) holds. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that the ,following quadratical1.v convergent 
properties 
(i) d(x*)#O, (2.151) 
(ii) Ilk~~-.~*/I =‘J~, o<y,< 1, (2.152) 
(iii) Ilki .K - x*(1 = ;q$, 0 < ‘/, (2.153) 
are satisfied. Then the ,foNobving relations hold: 
(1) (f a,, is an NZE, then 
la,,(“+ ‘x)l/laj,(“x)l d (yyo)‘;, i,jg Cl, nl, (2.16.1) 
(2) if a,, is an NNZE, then 
lb;f’ ‘.~)lll~,jW 5 1, i,je Cl, nl, (2.16.2) 
(3) IlfI k + ‘xMIF(kx)ll 6 hdi + ‘3 (2.16.3) 
and 
(4) 14” + ‘xW(“x)l 5 1, (2.16.4) 
which imply that A, F(k~), and d(“x) are also quadratically convergent 
c251. 
By the analogy with Theorem 2.2, the corollary can easily be proved. It 
is worth mentioning here that Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 are useful in 
the subsequent discussions. 
2.4. Gaussian Forward Elimination 
Since the symbolic Gaussian forward elimination (GFE) plays an impor- 
tant role for generating new equations, we briefly review the GFE process 
C2, 231. 
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Instead of computig A(‘x) ‘, we express (2.2) as a linear system, 
A(“x) Ax= -F(k.u), Ax = ’ + ‘x - k.q (2.17.1 ) 
to be solved iteratively for Ax by the GFE with a complete pivoting. In the 
following the superscript k in A and F is omitted for simplicity. In the 
elimination process for Ax,, new coefficients a,c/‘l are computed for 
equations j + l,..., n so that these equations appear as 
i up Ax, = -p, i=j+ l,..., n; j=O, l,..., (n- 1). (2.17.2) 
/=,+ I 
To eliminate Ax,, , from equations ,j+ 2,..., n, we multiply equations j+ 1 
and i by u,C;!, and u,I:J1, + , , respectively, and then subtract equation j-t 1 
from equation i, i =,j + 2,..., n. This yields a new set of equations: 
i Qf”./jy,= +/+‘I, i = j + 2,..., n, (2.17.3) 
where 
a,L,~J=a~,/~ ~la,c,/~‘J-~~./~‘la,c,/~~‘l 
i, 1, 
p/1= Q[l 1lf’Cl~ 
, ,I .I 
Lap yH1, (2.17.4) 
a!:” = a,,, i, l=j+ l,..., n; j= l,..., n- 1. 
Let us introduce the n x n multiplier matrices EF-‘I and LFJI defined by 
E,!“(x) 
1 
.i 
j-t1 
=j+2 
i 
i+ 1 
n 
1 . . .i j+l j+2 . i . . n 
1 0 0 0 
0 -,l/kll () IC2.1 
0 -a[j- 11 1, 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(2.;8.1) 
i =j + l,..., n, 1 <j<n- 1, (2.18.2) 
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respectively. Then the GFE process can be expressed as 
where 
1 
2 
j 
=j+ 1 
i 
i+l 
n 
ApI AX = -WI(x) F(X), n (2.19.1) 
1 2 ... j j+ 1 ... n 
. aFy1 a[z”l . . . aiT1 al,j+I co1 -. a!:] 
0 a$;l . . . ac1.l . . . 
2,/f 1 
0 
a!Jl 
Jt- 1.n 
0 0 aU1 . . . 
l,J + 1 
0 0 aF$;fl a(J- I.1 ” . 
l+l,J+l 
0 0 acj-ll . . . 
nJ 
aCi-ll 
nn 
(2.19.2) 
Here A Ul is termed the eliminated Jacobian at the (i, j)th elimination 
process,‘and A{Ol(x) shows the original Jacobian A(x). 
From the above discussion, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. The rank of the Jacobian at the root x*, i.e., rank 
A(x*) = r, 0 <r 6 n, if and only if the multiplier matrix E,!j] satisfies the 
following: 
det ELjl(x*) # 0, for j= O,..., r, 
= 0, for j= r + l,..., n. 
(2.20.1) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that rank A(x*) = r, 0 6 r < n at the root x*. 
Then the element ai/] m (2.19.2) satisfies the following: 
aF,l-‘l(x*) #O, for i = l,..., r, 
aC!l(x*) = 0, 
(2.20.2) 
r/ for i, j= r + l,..., n. 
From the definitions of the multiplier matrices Eijl and LPI, and the 
rank condition of an n x n matrix, the proofs of Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.2 are straightforward. 
The theorem and corollary suggest that if {“x} generated by the NR 
iteration (2.2) is a linearly convergent sequence, and in the numerical GFE 
process with a complete pivoting: (i) the diagonal elements ay-ll(kx), 
j = l,..., r of (2.20.2) satisfy either (2.13.2) or (2.13.4), and (ii) aic;l(kx), i, 
I= r + l,..., n satisfy either (2.13.1) or (2.13.3), then the rank of the Jacobian 
can approximately be computed to be rank A = r. 
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3. MO~XFIED DEFL.ATION ALGORITHM FOR SINGULAR RENTS 
In the previous section, several properties of the singular root of non- 
linear algebraic equations are discussed, where the Jacobian is singular. If 
some part of the equations can be replaced by a new set of equations 
whose simple root satisfies (1.1.1) then convergency and accuracy of the 
root can greatly be improved. Let us now propose the modified deflation 
algorithm (MDA) in which not only numerical manipulations but also 
symbolic and algebraic manipulations by a computer play essentially 
important roles. 
PROCEDURE I. Define the stopping criterion of the NR iteration (2.2) 
by 
“G = I~F(“x)ll d 10 -I, k = 0, l,... (3.1) 
PROCEDURE II. At the kth iteration process such that 
10 ’ < “G < 10 PB 6 1, 0 6 /I < CC, termed the deflation criterion, compute 
the rank of the Jacobian II from (2.20). We assume for simplicity that 
rank A(“x)=r, O<r<n, and k + ‘x1 has been eliminated from Eqs. 2,..., n of 
(2.17.2); hence k + ‘x, remains only in the first equation, and k + ‘x, , k + ‘x2 
from Eqs. 3 ,..., n and so on up to k+ ‘x, ,..., kt lx, from Eqs. r + I,..., n. Then 
we have the pivot matrix P, given by 
f, x, 
1 1 
2 2 
pr= . I I . r r (3.2) 
This fact shows that the maximum pivoting elements happened to be a,,, 
i= 1 ,..., Y, which belong to ANZ’s or NNZE’s. 
PROCEDURE III. Assume that, at the (i,j)th numerical elimination 
process, adi+,, I=j+ l,..., i; i=j+ l,..., n has been eliminated. Then the 
eliminated Jacobian A C/l can be given by (2.19.2). 
Set j = 0 and i = 1, and according to the definitions (2.13), compute the 
ratio and then classify the element of the Jacobian A,fjl(kx) at the kth 
iteration. 
Note here that, from a computational point of view, only the elements 
with 0.0 < laij(kx)l < lo-” are examined whether they satisfy the condition 
for the NZE (2.13.3) or not. 
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Suppose, for example, that the following classified numerical Jacobian is 
obtained: 
Clas[A \Or(“x)] = 
adY, ax,+ , ax, + z ax, ax, 
0 1 0 
1 0 -1 3 
1 
O- 
(3.3.1) 
where “1” denotes either an NNZE or an ANZE, and “0” and “- 1” show 
an AZE and an NZE, respectively. 
PROCEDURE IV. Moreover, in order to obtain new equations efficiently, 
let us here introduce a Boolean matrix, Bool[F(x)], which shows the struc- 
tures between equations and variables, and is defined as follows: 
(i) each row and column of the matrix correspond to an equationf, 
and a variable xi, respectively, 
(ii) the ij element is a Boolean “1” if variable .yi appears explicitly in 
,f,, and otherwise a Boolean “0” [ 13, 143. 
Assume for example that the original equation (1 .l .l ) has the following 
Boolean matrix: 
Bool[F(x)] =L., 
.i* 
rn 
x, “‘X,,“‘Xj2”‘X, x,,, x,+z”‘x,,“‘x, 
1 
1 00 110 
1 0 1 0 
1100 0 0 0 
1 J 
(3.3.2) 
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PROCEDURE V. We now have the following algorithm for finding 
numerical zero elements. 
Step V.I. Since the i,.j, element of (3.3.1) contains “‘-l”, examine the 
structure of ,Tr + ,(.Y) = ;if;, /?.Y,, , say, 
.Y,“‘X,,“‘X “‘X Y “‘X 
Bool[,T,.+ ,(x)]=,f;,+ ,[ 0 ... 0 ... I”..’ ‘;.‘.l;+*... O”]. (3.3.3) 
Since a new variable x,, , , which is not in the pivot matrix (3.2), appears 
in (3.3.3 ), the original equation ,f; + , can be replaced by yr + , , and 7, + , and 
x,. + , are added to the pivot matrix P,. 
Step V.2. Similarly, since the i,j, element has “- l”, examine the struc- 
ture of the ,T’+ ?(.Y) = +f;,/a,~,~, say, 
. . . x “‘Xiz”‘X,+*“‘X,, 
Boo~[,~:+~(.Y), =r,+,[a’... I”... 0 ... 0 ... 01. (3.3.4) 
A new variable is not explicitly in (3.3.4). In this case examine column I, of 
the Boolean matrix (3.3.2) for the original equations. 
(i) Rows i2 and I,, I, E [l, r+ 11, have “l”, 
(ii) Equation ,f;, does not contain any new variable, but Eq.f,, has a 
- new variable x,. + 2, 
(iii) Taking this fact into account, we further examine the classified 
numerical Jacobian (3.3.1) whose (I,, r + 2) element has “l”, which shows 
that the element is either an NNZE or an ANZE, 
(iv) From (i))(iii), we can consider that x,, in ,Tr+ , is already con- 
tained in the pivot variables, but x,, can be replaced by the new variable 
s,. + z in .f;, 
Thus we have the following Boolean matrix equivalent to (3.3.4): 
-y/, X,+2 
Boo~[,~;,+~(x)] =.Tr+,[O ... 0 1 0 ... 0 1 0 ... 01. (3.3.4) 
(v) Put.x.+7 and x, + z into the pivot matrix P, + , 
Step V.3. If more than two new variables appear in f,, I1 i.e., 
(3.3.5) 
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thenyr+2 and x,+2 can not be put into the pivot matrix until at least one 
of the variables appears in another new equation, say, Tr+,, [ 13,141. 
Ifs equations with new pivot variables are obtained by the Steps l-3 and 
Y + s = n, then terminate the step of finding the numerical zero elements. If 
Y + s < n, then proceed to the next step. 
Step V.4. (i) Set j= 1. 
(ii) Set i=j+ 1. 
(iii) By the analytic GFE (2.17.4), obtain a new eleminated Jacobian 
ACjl(x) given by (2.19.2) 
(iv) Similarly to (3.3.1) compute the classified numerical Jacobian 
matrix Clas[ACjl(k~)]. 
(v) If there is no numerical zero element in the ith row of the 
matrix, then set i = i + 1 and repeat (iii)-(v) until i = n. If i > n, then set 
j=j + 1 (j< n - 1) and return to (ii). 
(vi) If there is an NZE in ACjl(k~), then return to Step V.l and 
repeat Steps V.l-V.3. 
Remarks 3.1. For the reduction of the analytic eliminated Jacobian 
A!‘](x) at (iii) in Step V.4, a symbolic manipulation language such as 
REDUCE is useful [lo]. 
We now have the following new equations: 
where P is called the deflated equation. 
Remarks 3.2. Note here that the system of quations (3.4) is not always 
obtained uniquely. If there are NZE’s in the Jacobian more than (n-r), 
then depending on the combination of the deflated equations it is possible 
to obtain several sets of singular roots. As for such a kind of problem, see 
Example 4.2 in the next section. 
Suppose now that (i) the NR iteration (2.2) satisfies (2.9) at the (k + 1)st 
iteration process, (ii) rank A(“+ ‘x) = r, 0 6 r < n, k-t ‘XE B(x*) for the 
original Jacobian (1.1.2), (iii) E(x) and A”(x) are the deflated equation (3.4) 
and its Jacobian, respectively, and (iv) A”(x*) is nonsingular, then we can 
expect that under appropriate conditions the sequence {Kx} generated by 
the NR iteration: 
i4(gx)(z+1 x--Ix)= -Fpx), zt = k + 1, k + 2,... (3.5) 
converges quadratically to the root x* which is the singular root of the 
original equation ( 1.1.1). 
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Remarks 3.3. If 2(x*) is singular and {“x} is still linearly convergent, 
then apply again the MDA to the deflated equation i? As for this kind of 
problem, see Example 4.1 in the next section. 
4. ILLUSTRATIVE XAMPLES 
In this section we solve two simple examples which illustrate the results 
of the previous sections and effectivenesses of the MDA. 
It is in general troublesome to obtain analytically the singular root of 
nonlinear algebraic equations. The most commonly used method is to 
reduce the system of nonlinear algebraic equations to a polynomial in one 
variable by applying recursibly the resultant of two equations [3]. 
However if we apply the present MDA, the original equations are reduced 
to simpler equations and hence the analytic singular root can often be 
obtained easily. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider first the following nonlinear algebraic 
equations (see Fig. 4.1 a): 
(4.1.1) 
-4.00 -2.67 -1.33 0.00 1.33 2.67 4.00 
FIG. 4.la. The original equations (Ex. 4.1). 
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0.00 
-1.33 
-2.67 
-4.00 
-4.00 -2.67 -1.33 0.00 1.33 2.67 4.00 
FIG. 4.lb. The lirst deflated equations (Ex. 4.1 ). 
2.67 
-2.67 
-.I.00 -2.67 -1.33 0.00 1.33 2.67 
FIG. 4.1~. The second deflated equations (Ex. 4.1). 
-00 
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whose roots are given by 
(x, - I )3(x, + 3) = 0. (x2 - 2)‘(.x2 + 6) = 0. (4.1.2) 
Since the Jacobian A(x) and the singular surface d(x) of (4.1.1) are given 
by 
A(x) = [ ‘;‘I o.2;x,1> (4.2.1) 
d(x) = 0.5x, x2 - 1) (4.2.2) 
respectively, it is easily seen that (i) rank A(x*) = 1, (ii) there is no NZE in 
A(.u*), and (iii) d(x*) =0 at the singular root x* = (1, 2)T. 
(I) The Zeroth Deflation Procedure. Let the deflation and stopping 
criteria be 10 4 and 10 16, respectively. Starting from the initial guess 
“x=(1.5, 1.5)T, the equations (4.1.1) are solved by the NR method (A) 
without, and (B) with the MDA. 
At the 9 th iteration of Case (B), the deflation criterion 10m4 is satisfied 
and the following quantities are obtained: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
.1; -y, 
P,=Cl 11, 
rank A(‘x) = 1, 
(4.3.1) 
(4.3.2) 
CW4’-41 =Ch c 0.9927 l~oooo 1.0000 I[ = 1 1 l  ooo8 l  3 (4.3.3) 
y= I19.~-.~*JI/IIxx--x*I~ =0.6182, (4.3.4) 
‘G,‘% = 0.3865, (4.3.5) 
Id(yx)l/~d(x.x)~ =0.3824. (4.3.6) 
(II) The First Deflation Procedure. From (4.3.3), it is easily seen that 
there is no NZE in the Jacobian II( However by the numerical GFE at 
the 9 th iteration, we have 
Clas[A5’1(y~)] =Clas 
[ 
;:;27 (ggJ=[; -;I? (4.4.1) 
in which there is an NZE. Taking (4.3.1) into account, by the symbolic 
GFE, we have 
Aill(x) = [F; d(lJ? (4.4.2) 
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where d(.u) is given by (4.2.2). Since, from (4.4.1) d(x) in (4.4.2) is an NZE 
and contains a new pivot variable x2 which is not in the pivot matrix P’, 
we can replace the original.fi by d(x) and have a new set of equations (see 
Fig. 4.1 b): 
(4.51) 
whose roots are given by 
(x, - l)‘(x, +2)-O, (x2 - 2)‘(.u, + 1 ) = 0. (4.5.2) 
The Jacobian A’ and the singular surface 2 of (4.5.1) are given by 
Al(x) = 
[ 
2x, 1 
0.5x, 1 0.5x, ’ (4.6.1 
ii(x) = xf -0.5x2, (4.6.2) 
respectively and hence we have 2(.x*) = 0. 
Restarting from the initial value ‘.Y for the first deflated equations, the 
deflation criterion is again satisfied at the eleventh iteration and the follow- 
ing are obtained: 
.fi -y, 
(i) P,=[l 11, (4.7.1) 
(ii) rank J( “x) = 1, (4.7.2) 
(iii) Clas[A( “Mv)] Clas 
0.9941 1.0000 I[ = 1 1 = 
1.0006 0.9941 1 1 
1 ’ (4.7.3) 
(iv) y = 11 “X - x*lj/ll ‘ox-x*// = 0.4991, (4.7.4) 
(v) ’ ‘G/“G = 0.2588, (4.7.5) 
(vi) ~d(“~)~/ld(‘~x)l =0.4990. (4.7.6) 
(III) The Second d&%ztion procedure. There is no NZE in (4.7.3) but 
by the numerical GFE, we have 
Clas[J{‘l( “1)] = Clas ;:;“’ ;$;;] = [:, __ ;], (4.8.1) 
in which there is an NZE. Similarly by the symbolic GFE, we have 
(4.8.2) 
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where d(x) is given by (4.6.2). Since, from (4.8.1) 2(x*) is an NZE and has 
a new pivot variable .x7, we can again replace,FI by a(x) and have a new set 
of equations (see Fig. 4.1~): 
(4.9.1 
whose roots are given by 
(x, - 1)(x, + l)=O, x2 - 2 = 0, (4.9.2 
which show that the singular root x* = (1,2)’ of (4.1.1) is now a simple 
root for the second deflatei equations (4.9.1). In fact we have the Jacobian 
J(x) and its determinant z(x): 
(4.10.1) 
2(x)= -3x,, (4.10.2) 
and 2(x*) #O. This fact shows that the second singular surface a(x) =0 
intersects with the original equations at the root x*. 
Restarting from the initial value ‘lx for the second deflated equations 
(4.9.1), the convergence criterion lo- I6 is satisfied at the fifteenth iteration. 
The convergence behaviors of G defined by (3.1) and the numerical root 
are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. It is easily seen from the tables 
that the NR method with the MDA converges to the singular root faster 
than the NR method without the MDA. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider secondly the following nonlinear algebraic 
equations given by 
(4.11) 
with the singular roots x* = (1, 0, 0)‘, (0, 1, O)“, and (0, 0, l)T. The 
Jacobian A(x) and the singular surface d(x) of (4.11) are given by 
A(x) = (4.12.1) 
d(x)=2(4x,x,x,-x,-x,-x,+1), (4.12.2) 
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TABLE 4.1 
Convergence Behaviors of G (Ex. 4.1) 
iteration (A) without (B) with 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
0.80 x 10” 0.80 x 10” 
0.41 x 10” 0.41 X 10” 
0.13X 10-l 0.13 x 10-l 
0.37 x 10 -? 0.37 x 10 2 
0.47x 10-l 0.47 x 10-l 
0.24x IO-’ 0.24 x lo-’ 
0.10x lo-’ 0.10 x 10-Z 
0.41 x 10-j 0.41 x10-3 
0.16x 10 ’ 0.16 x lo-’ 
0.62 x 10 4 . ?:6?.5 !O ;” . 
0.24 x 10 -4 0.20 x 10 J 
0.91 x 10 -( . Q,s!.? !Q r: . 
0.35 x lo- 5 0.18 x 10-l 
0.13 x lo-” 0.51 x IO -4 
0.51 x 10-b 0.46 x IO-’ 
0.19x 10-C 0.00 
respectively. Consider now the first singular root X* = (1, 0, O)T. Since the 
Jacobian at the singular root is given by 
(4.12.3) 
it is easily seen that (i) rank A(x*) = 2, (ii) d(x*) =O, and (iii) there are 
two NZE’s in A(x*). 
(I) The Zeroth Deflation Procedure. By way of a numerical example, 
the same deflation and stopping criteria as the previous example are used. 
Starting from the initial guess Ox = (1.5, -0.5, -0.5)T, Eq. (4.11) is solved 
by the NR method (A) without and (B) with the MDA. 
At the 7th iteration of the case (B), the deflation criterion is satisfied and 
the following quantities are obtained: 
TABLE 4.2 
Numerical Solutions of Example 4.1 
(A) without 
0.10006734269851 x 10’ 
0.19986528656806 x 10’ 
(B) with 
0.10000000000000 x 10’ 
0.20000000000000 x 10’ 
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TABLE 4.3 
Convergence Behaviors of G (Ex. 4.2) 
iteration (A) without (B) with 
0 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
0.35 x IO” 0.35 x 10” 
0.20 x 10” 0.20 x IO” 
0.50x IO ’ 0.50 x IO ’ 
0.12x10 ’ 0.12x 10 ’ 
0.31 x 10mZ 0.31 x 10 2 
0.78x loo-’ 0.78x IO 3 
0.19 x IO 7 0.19 x 10 -1 
o.49x104 ?,4P.x 10, 4 
0.12x 10 4 0.96x 10-j 
0.30 x 1om5 0.40x 10-a 
0.76 x 10-h 0.00 
(i) P,= ’ ’ 
L 1 2 2’ 
(ii) rank A(‘.Y) = 2, (4.13.2) 
(iii) Clas[A(‘x)] = Clas 
‘0.9942 1 .OOOO 1 .OOOO 
1 .oooo 0.5000 1.0000 
1 .oooo 1 .oooo 0.5000 Ii 1 = 1 1 1 
1 
1 1, 
1 -1 I 
(4.13.3) 
(4.13.4) 
(4.13.5) 
(4.13.6) 
(iv) ‘J= ((‘2i-..~*/(/((~x-.x*I( =0.5000, 
(v) ‘GfG = 0.2500, 
(vi) jd(‘~)j/Jd(~~)j = 0.4886 
(4.13.1) 
(II) The First Deflation Procedure. From the numerical results, it is 
easily seen that the elements az2 and aj3 in (4.12.1) satisfy approximately 
TABLE 4.4 
Numerical Solutions of Example 4.2 
(A) without (8) with 
9 , 0.10007324218750 x 10’ 0.10000000000000 x 10’ 
xz -0.73242187500000~ lo-’ 0.0 
.Y? -0.73242187500000x 10-j 0.0 
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the relation (2.13.3) and they are NZE’s at the root x*. The variable x2 in 
a,, of (4.12.1) is already contained in the pivot matrix P,. But, since fi and 
fi with the variable ,x2 also have a new variable xj which is not in P,, x2 
can be considered substantially to be a new variable. Thus we replace,f, by 
the new equation azr = ?fi/dx, in (4.12.1): 
from the 8 th iteration on. 
The convergence behaviors of G and the numerical roots at the 10th 
iteration are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 
(III) The analytical procedure. As we have seen, the original equations 
(4.11) are reduced to a new set of equations (4.14) by the MDA. From the 
third equation of (4.14) we easily have .K_ $ = 0 analytically. Substituting the 
result intof, and,f, yields the simple roots (-UT, .Y;)~ = (1, O)T and (0, l)T, 
which are two sets of the singular roots of the original equations (4.11). 
On the other hand, at the deflation procedure (II), if we adopt another 
NZE Use = 2x, in (4.12.1), then we easily have the simple roots 
.Y* = (1, 0, O)T and (0, 1, O)T, which are also the singular roots of the 
original equations. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, the properties of the singular root have been first discussed 
and then the modified deflation algorithm has been proposed for the 
singular root of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations, in which a 
graph theoretical analysis is also used efficiently. 
According to the algorithm, a part of the original equations is replaced 
by a set of new equations which have been obtained from the numerical 
zero elements in the Jacobian itself or in the Gaussian elimination process. 
Therefore, as shown also in the examples, the singular root of the original 
equations can ultimately be reduced to the simple root of the deflated 
equations. Moreover, since the deflated equations have simpler forms in 
nonlinearities than those of the original ones, it is often possible to obtain 
the singular root from the deflated equations analytically. 
Depending on the numerical results, symbolic manipulations such as dif- 
ferentiations, substitutions, graph theoretical analyses, and so on are 
necessary in the modified deflation algorithm. Hence it is required that 
numerical and symbolic manipulations, termed the hybrid manipulations, 
must efficiently work each other in the algorithm. 
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Lastly it is worth mentioning that the modified deflation algorithm can 
be extended to the branch points of nonlinear equations [ 161 and also to 
the singular solutions of nonlinear multipoint boundary value 
problems [ 151. 
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